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Abstract—Multicore has become a trend on server and client
computers in recent years. Parallelization is one way to fully
utilize the computing power provided by multicore architectures.
Most applications of interest have complex data and control
dependency, which make traditional parallelization techniques,
such as DOALL and DOACROSS, inapplicable. Decoupled Soft-
ware Pipelining (DSWP), a new parallelization technique, shows
its potential on parallelizing general applications. However, its
success relies on fast inter-core synchronization and communi-
cation. On commodity multicore platforms, the performance of
current DSWP disappoints us since the overhead involving lock-
based, cache dishonored software approach offsets the benefit
from DSWP.

We present a lock-free, cache-friendly software queue designed
for DSWP. A lock-free, cache-friendly solution need take two
different aspects of memory system, memory coherence and
memory consistency, into consideration. We show how inattention
to these two aspects leads to incorrect or inefficient solutions. We
also present our approach to providing a correct and efficient
solution with detailed explanation. Due to the nondeterministic
nature of parallel programs, traditional testing techniques cannot
be used to fully verify the correctness of the implementation.
We also discuss the correctness of our implementation both in
informal and formal ways.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2003, uniprocessor performance has no more signifi-
cant improvement [1]. Historically, microprocessors have been
designed to improve the performance by exploiting instruction-
level parallelism (ILP). Techniques used to take advantage of
ILP, such as deep pipelines, multiple instruction issue, spec-
ulation, and out-of-order execution, etc., have led to complex
processor design with high power consumption. Recent years,
major microprocessor manufacturers, form Intel and AMD to
Sparc and PowerPC, all turn to multicore architectures.

While multicore architectures can improve the performance
of multi-threaded applications, they are not as useful for
single-threaded applications. One of the most significant cur-
rent research topics is to parallelize sequential applications
into multi-threaded ones that can take advantage of the mul-
ticore architectures. Conventional parallelization techniques,
such as DOALL and DOACROSS, concentrate on paralleliz-
ing counted loops that manipulate very regular, analyzable
structures. These techniques for parallelizing such patterns
are used routinely in scientific and numerical domains with

good results [2]. Unfortunately, the patterns do not appear
in general applications. General applications usually have
complex control flow, recursive data structures, or irregular
pointer-based memory accesses which renders the above par-
allelization techniques inapplicable.

A new parallelization technique, called Decoupled Soft-
ware Pipelining (DSWP), shows its potential on paralleliz-
ing general applications [3]. DSWP parallelizes a loop by
partitioning the loop body into pipeline stages. A process
consist of producer threads (PROD) and consumer threads
(CONS). Theoretically, the advantage of DSWP compared
with DOACROSS is that the inter-core communication latency
was hidden in DSWP by overlapping computation and com-
munication. In practice, the overhead in synchronization and
communication between threads is so large that it negates the
above advantage. Thus, the success of DSWP greatly relies on
fast inter-core synchronization and communication. Rangan,
R., et al. proposed a hardware, called synchronization array
(SA), that makes inter-core communication as cheap as a load
or store on L2 cache [3].

Due to the lack of hardware support for inter-core commu-
nication, DSWP on commodity multicore platforms did not
achieve significant performance improvements.

On multicore platforms, communication between PROD
and CONS is via a software queue. Traditionally, since the
software queue is shared among threads, programmers must
use lock-based synchronization primitives, such as a mutex,
to prevent data race. Such a coarse-grained locking approach
can significantly offset the parallelism brought up by DSWP.

In this paper, we present a lock-free approach so that PROD
and CONS can access the software queue concurrently without
any lock. However, providing a lock-free approach that is
both correct and efficient is not as easy as it might like. Two
different aspects of the memory system must be addressed
while writing correct and efficient lock-free code. The first
aspect, called memory coherence, defines what values can be
return by a read operation. The second aspect, called memory
consistency, determines when a written value will be returned
by a read. Memory consistency is often confused with memory
coherence. Coherence and consistency are complementary
concepts. Coherence defines the behavior of reads and writes



to the same memory locations, while consistency defines the
behavior of reads and writes to different memory locations.

Memory consistency is a dark corner hidden from pro-
grammers writing parallel programs by using lock-based syn-
chronization primitives. For those who want to bypass those
lock-based synchronization primitives, full understanding of
memory consistency is the key to writing correct lock-free
code. It is easy to write lock-free code that only appears to
work, but it is very difficult to write correct one.

When performance matters, programmers need take mem-
ory coherence into consideration. Unnecessary memory traffic
introduced by maintaining memory coherence degrades perfor-
mance. Cache-friendly approaches should be taken in order to
avoid as much unnecessary memory traffic as possible.

In this paper, we introduce tools and approaches for writing
lock-free, cache-friendly code first. Then we present our
implementation, a C++ template class QueueBuffer and
verify its correctness both in informal and formal ways.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives an introduction to DSWP. Section III describes the
ways to achieve the lock-free and cache-friendly properties.
Section IV presents the implementation of our C++ template
class QueueBuffer and verifies its correctness. Section
V presents experiments. Section VI discusses related work.
Section VII is the conclusion.

II. INTRODUCTION TO DSWP

Today, there are three non-speculative loop parallelization
techniques: DOALL [2], DOACROSS [2], and DSWP [3].
Among these techniques, only DOALL yields speedup pro-
portional to the number of cores. Nevertheless, programmers
often find that DOALL may not be applicable in general-
purpose code. For instance, consider the code in Fig. 1a, which
is linked-list traversal loop. Figure 1b is the corresponding
program dependence graph (PDG) which contains control and
data dependences. Those dependences involving recurrences
are denoted as dashed lines in Fig. 1b. Dependence recurrence
is also a cross-iteration dependence, but not vice versa. For
example, edge 6 → 4 is a cross-iteration dependence but does
not involve a dependence recurrence. Because statement 3, 5,
and 6 are each part of a dependence recurrence, loop iterations
cannot be independently executed in separate threads. This
makes DOALL inapplicable.

(a) Code (b) PDG

Figure 1: Linked-list traversal loop

On the other hand, both DOACROSS and DSWP can
parallelize the above linked-list traversal loop. The difference
between DOACROSS and DSWP lies in the way the paral-
lelism is achieved. DOACROSS distributes all loop iterations
on different cores. DSWP, however, partitions the loop body,
and each core is responsible for a particular piece of the loop
body across all iterations.

The DSWP algorithm partitions the loop body into pipeline
stages. The process consists of producer threads (PROD) and
consumer threads (CONS). The algorithm has three main
steps. First, the algorithm constructs the program dependence
graph (PDG) for the loop to be parallelized. The PDG contains
all control and data dependencies in the loop. Second, all
dependence recurrences (i.e., those dependences form loops) in
the PDG are recognized by constructing its strongly connected
components (SCCs). A SCC will be the basic scheduling
unit. Finally, the SCCs are distributed on different cores while
ensuring there is no cyclic dependence between cores. Figure 2
shows the PDG in Fig. 1b after applying the DSWP algorithm.
There are three SCCs node 4, node 5, and the combination of
nodes 3 and 6.

Figure 2: DSWP transformation example

Figure 3a and Figure 3b give the parallel execution sched-
ules for DOACROSS and DSWP respectively. Comparing
the schedules of DOACROSS and DSWP, we will find that
DSWP provides significantly more latency tolerance than
DOACROSS. In Figure 3, the nodes are numbered with both
static instruction numbers and iteration numbers. For instance,
the node 3.1 denotes instruction 3 in the first iteration. The
communication latency is the time for transmitting a data
value from one core to another. When the communication
latency is one cycle, both DOACROSS and DSWP complete
one iteration every two cycles. As the communication latency
becomes longer, as shown in Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d, DSWP
still completes one iteration every two cycles. DOACROSS,
however, need three cycles to complete one iteration.

The success of DSWP relies on a hardware, called syn-
chronization array (SA), shown in Fig. 4. [3], which make
inter-core communication as cheap as a load or store to L2
cache. The synchronization array works as a set of low-latency
queues associated with dependence numbers. The instruction-
set-architecture (ISA) extension of SA is a set of blocking
queues accessed via the produce and consume instructions.
PROD and CONS communicate with one another through
SA by using the produce and consume instructions. The



Figure 3: DOACROSS and DSWP schedules

produce instruction takes a dependence number and a reg-
ister as operands. The value in the register is enqueued in the
queue identified by the dependence number. The consume
instruction dequeues data in a similar fashion [3], [4].

Figure 4: Synchronization array hardware model

The inter-core communication overheads can be divided into
transit delay and communication operation delay (COMM-
OP) [5]. The transit delay refers to the time taken to transfer
a data value from one core to another. The COMM-OP delay
refers to the time taken to enqueue (dequeue) data into (from)
the queue.

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of COMM-OP and transit
delays on the DSWP performance. In order to send a data
value from thread A to thread B, thread A first must ensure
the queue is not full, then fills the queue with the data value.
Those operations occur during the time line segment labeled
the COMM-OP delay for thread A. After the transit delay has
elapsed, thread B must check the queue is not empty before
consuming the data value from the queue. During the transit
delay, thread A can continue its own work. In other words,
the transit delay is tolerated by overlapping computation and
communication.

III. THE LOCK-FREE AND CACHE-FRIENDLY PROPERTIES

Memory coherence and memory consistency are two impor-
tant concepts needed to be fully understood in order to write
lock-free and cache-friendly code. The detail explaination

Figure 5: Transit and COMM-OP delays

about memory coherence and memory consistency can be
found in [6].

In this section, we show how the memory consistency issues
may break Dekker’s algorithm, a classical mutual exclusion
algorithm. Tools used to writing lock-free code is introduced.
Cache thrashing, which implies low cache utilization due to
unnecessary memory traffic, hurts performance. We present
common cache-friendly strategies that could be adopted when
performance matters.

A. The Lock-Free Properties

Since DSWP exploits fine-grained pipeline parallelism in
applications [4], fast synchronization and communication
mechanisms are necessary. Use a lock-based approach, such
as pthread_mutex_lock, to achieve synchronization is
infeasible, as such a coarse-grained locking approach can
significantly offset the parallelism brought up by DSWP.
Besides, lock-based approaches come with a lot of pitfalls,
from deadlocks and livelocks to priority inversion to convoying
[7]. With lock-free approaches, synchronization is achieved
through lower-level tools rather than mutex locks [8].

Lamport [9], [10] proved that a queue for SPSC (single pro-
ducer single consumer) can be accessed concurrently without
explicit lock only if the multiprocessor system is sequentially
consistent. Although Lamport’s conclusion seems heartening,
most hardware and compilers used today do not provide the
necessary sequential consistency [11], [12]. We will show how
ordering and atomicity might not hold on modern multipro-
cessor systems and give an example demonstrating how the
ordering issues break Dekker’s mutual exclusion algorithm.

We discuss the ordering issue first. From the programmers’
point of view, a computer system consists of a processor, mem-
ory, and the IO subsystem. In practice, there is a multi-level
memory hierarchy since the significant speed gap between
processor and memory. Each level in the memory hierarchy
is smaller, faster than the next lower level. Memory accesses
are expensive operations compared to other CPU’s operations.
In order to improve the performance of sequential programs,
compilers, microprocessors, and caches put much emphasis
on optimizing memory reads and writes. They may reorder,
insert, or remove memory reads and writes in order to avoid
or delay memory accesses.



Here we explain how the ordering issue could break
Dekker’s mutual exclusion algorithm on multiprocessor sys-
tems. Figure 6 gives the part of Dekker’s algorithm achieving
mutual exclusion. In Figure 6, X and Y represent different
memory locations; r1 and r2 are registers of P1 and P2
respectively. Figure 7 gives three possible execution orders that
illustrate the possible final values of r1 and r2 on a sequentially
consistent multiprocessor system. Clearly, it is not possible
that both X and Y are zero at the end of execution. This fact
ensures mutual exclusion.

Compilers are allowed to reorder memory operations in-
volving different memory locations. Since store operations
cost much more time than does load operations, compilers
will try to schedule memory loads early. The instructions
which depend on those memory loads can be executed as
soon as possible due to the early memory loads scheduling.
Take Figure 6 as an example, a compiler might reorder the
independent memory operations in the threads so that the
memory loads can be executed early.

In addition, modern processors nearly always use a (hard-
ware) store buffer to avoid waiting for the store instruction to
complete. This means that a later read operation might reach
memory before an earlier store operation. Both compilers and
hardware optimization make the outcome of r1 == 0 and r2
== 0 possible, and hence may break Dekker’s algorithm.

Figure 6: The part of Dekker’s algorithm achieving mutual
exclusion

Figure 7: Valid executions of Fig. 6 on a sequentially consis-
tent multiprocessor system

Next we discuss atomicity. On modern multiprocessor sys-
tems, atomicity is not always guaranteed. Consider what may
happen if one thread assigns 1000000 to a 32-bit integer vari-
able X on a 16-bit processor while the other thread reads that

variable X? The assignment is translated into two hardware
store instructions, one for each 16-bit half-word for the
constant 1000000. Without an appropriate lock mechanism,
the other thread might see an “intermediate” value. Note that
common hardware does not guarantee bit-, byte-, or word-
stores are atomic. Any shared data that could be modified has
to be protected in some way.

Existing low-level tools used to realize lock-free operations
include explicit memory fences (e.g., mb() in Linux), special
API calls (e.g., InterlockedExchange in Windows), and
various special atomic types. Many of them are tedious or
difficult to use. Worse still, their varieties imply that lock-free
code is not portable.

In recent years, the computer industry gradually adopts
ordered atomic variables as the main tool to write lock-free
code in major programming languages and OS platforms. In
short, ordered atomic variables are safe to read and write by
several threads simultaneously without any explicit locking.
Ordered atomic variables guarantee the following properties:

• The read and write operations are guaranteed to be exe-
cuted under some ordering rules defined by programming
languages and libraries.

• Each read or write operation on an ordered atomic
variable is guaranteed to be atomic, all-or-nothing.

Many programming languages and libraries now support
ordered atomic types that assure ordering and atomicity:

• Java provides ordered atomic types under the volatile
keyword (e.g., volatile int), and solidifies this sup-
port in Java 5 (2004).

• .NET added them in Visual Studio 2005, also under the
volatile keyword (e.g., volatile int).

• ISO C++ added them to the C++0x Draft Standard in
2007, under the templated name atomic<T>.

• Intel R© Thread Building Blocks library provides template
classes atomic<T>, which implement atomic opera-
tions in the C++ style.

Programmers need to know the ordering rules defined by
the programming languages and libraries when using the
ordered atomic type. Besides, data types and functions which
are atomic might not define an ordering rule. For example,
functions atomic_inc() and atomic_add() provided
by Linux kernel only guarantee atomicity but not ordering
[11]. Using them to write lock-free code without any ordering
enforcement (e.g., memory fence) is completely wrong.

B. The Cache-Friendly Property

Cache on multicore systems, as a two-side sword, can
provide significant performance improvement or degradation.
On the bright side, since cache offers much faster access speed
than memory, cache improves performance. On the other hand,
cache thrashing, which implies low cache utilization due to
mismanaged memory traffic, hinders performance. A reason
for cache thrashing is false sharing. False sharing arises from
the use of an invalidation-based cache coherence algorithm
with a single validity bit per cache line. False sharing occurs



when a cache line is invalidated and a subsequent reference
causes a miss because some word in the cache line, other than
the one being read, is modified. If the modified word and the
word being read are different, the miss is due to false sharing.

Take DSWP as an example. Without the synchronization
array, communication between PROD and CONS must occur
between cache and memory. If PROD (CONS) enqueues
(dequeues) one data element at a time, false sharing might
occur. Consider the following scenario: CONS intends to read
a word A in cache line L that is shared with PROD after PROD
writes a different word B in the same cache line L. CONS will
have a miss due to false sharing.

The above false-sharing miss could be avoided if PROD
(CONS) enqueues (dequeues) one or several cache lines at a
time. Besides, we could allocate variables into different chunks
according to their locality in order to avoid false sharing.
Based on the locality, variables can be broadly divided into
the following categories [13]:

• Thread-private variables are private to a given thread and
are not shared with other threads. Accesses to thread-
private variables tend to be very fast and will not consume
bus bandwidth.

• Shared read-only variables are shared among multiple
threads, but are not modified by them. Since there are
no writes, every thread tends to keep its own copy in its
local cache, as long as it fits.

• An exclusive variable is read and written by multiple
threads, but is protected by a lock. Once a thread acquires
the lock, the variable will be moved into that thread’s
local cache. At the meantime, no other thread can touch
the variable.

• Wild-west variables are read and written by unsynchro-
nized threads. Ordered atomic variables fall into this
category.

We prefer thread-private variables and shared read-only
variables as they have lower impact on the bus and do not need
synchronization. Moreover, variables of different localities
should not be mixed on the same cache line. Putting a shared
read-only variable and a wild-west variable on the same cache
line impedes access to the shared read-only variable because
accesses to the wild-west variable will cause the cache line
ping-ponging between threads.

The techniques used to layout those variables in a specific
way include padding and alignment [14]. Padding simply
puts a block of useless bytes between variables as needed.
Alignment, however, is not so straightforward. Compilers align
variables according to some rules. For example, an int
variable will be aligned to its native word size.

Compiler vendors provide programmers with various mech-
anisms to change compilers’ alignment rules. For ex-
ample, GCC has a syntax extension __attribute__
((aligned())). In order to unify alignment mechanisms,
ISO C++ adds a new language syntax attribute to the
forthcoming C++0x Standard [15]. One of the attribute
tokens defined in the standard is align, which specifies the
alignments as programmers require.

Thread migration is another reason of cache thrashing in
addition to false sharing. Consider the following scenario:
Core 1 and core 2 share no cache. Thread A runs on core
1, then is blocked for waiting for an event. When the event
occurs, thread A might be scheduled to run on core 2 by the
OS. It is possible that some data modified by thread A still
stay in the cache of core 1. The data must be flushed from
the cache of core 1, then placed in the cache of core 2. The
cost is even higher when core 1 and core 2 belong to different
groups on Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) machines.

Processor affinity, which binds a thread to a particular
core, is one way to solve the above problem. If data is left
in the cache from the previous time the thread ran, then
cache thrashing caused by thread migration can be avoided.
Processor affinity works well for single-threaded applications,
but may not always work for multi-threaded applications.
There are two rules of thumb when applying processor affinity
on multi-threaded applications: First, binding threads to one
core or on cores with shared cache when those threads have
shared data. Second, binding threads to cores with disjoint
cache when those threads share no data.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION

In this section, we present our implementation of the
QueueBuffer class, and explain its correctness both in
informal and formal ways.

A. Implementation

We present the C++ template class QueueBuffer, which
is a lock-free, cache-friendly queue. Figure 8 shows the data
members of class QueueBuffer. The most important data
members are m_front and m_back, which are shared, mu-
table variables. Compilers do not yet support ordered atomic
types defined by the forthcoming C++0x Draft Standard. So
we declare them as ordered atomic variables by using the
template class atomic<T> provided by Intel R© Thread-
ing Building Blocks library. An atomic<T> class sup-
ports atomic read, write, fetch-and-add, fetch-and-store, and
compare-swap operations. For reads and writes, their default
memory fences are acquire and release, respectively.

Hence, the ordered atomic read is also known as a acquiring
read, and the ordered atomic write is also called a releasing
write.

An acquire fence prevents memory operations after the
fence moves over it. On the other hand, a release fence
prevents memory operations before the fence moves over it.
We will show how the ordered atomic variables allow us to
access the queue concurrently without locks later.

Since false sharing will cause unnecessary memory traffic,
we take some steps to avoid false sharing. First, the software
interfaces emulating the produce and consume instructions
have been designed to take false sharing into consideration.
Therefore, PROD (CONS) will enqueue (dequeue) multiple
(m_cds) data elements whose total size is a multiple of the
cache-line size at a time. Second, according to the locality
as illustrated in section III-B, we group class QueueBuffer



data members into different chunks that are multiples of the
cache line size and aligned on cache line boundaries by
using alignment and padding. Data members are aligned to
the cache-line boundary. Padding is added between different
groups of data members. Most compilers do not yet sup-
port attribute defined by the forthcoming C++0x Draft
Standard. Therefore, we have to use compiler-specific syntax
extensions to control a compiler’s alignment operations.

Figure 8: Class QueueBuffer data members

Figure 9a and Figure 9b show the class QueueBuffer
member functions called by PROD and CONS, respectively.
We use m_back and m_front to check if the queue is empty
or full. The queue is empty when m_back == m_front and
is full when (m_back + m_cds) % m_cap == m_front.
We now show how atomic<T> allows us to access the
queue concurrently without locks. First, although m_back and
m_front are shared, mutable variables, they are safe to be
read and written by PROD and CONS simultaneously without
locks as atomicity is guaranteed by atomic<T>.

Second, as pointed out by [16]–[18], there is an ordering
problem between PROD and CONS. CONS might see that
m_back has been incremented by PROD before it sees
the change to the corresponding m_buf slot if the memory
consistency model is very relaxed. The solution proposed by
[16] is to use mutexes to flush the cache. We do not need
mutexes here since the ordered atomic write associated with
a release fence which guarantees the change of m_buf
slot occurs before it. We show the queue can be accessed
concurrently without locks.

When writing parallel programs, we need to understand
the ordering rules provided by programming languages and
libraries. For the problem in Dekker’s algorithm as demon-
strated in Section III, acquiring reads and releasing writes
do not fix the problem. Instead, the fix needs to stop reads
from floating backwards over writes, but acquiring reads can
nonetheless float backwards over releasing writes.

As shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b, m_back and

(a) push

(b) front

Figure 9: Class QueueBuffer member functions

m_front are copied to local variables local_back and
local_front before checking if the queue is empty or
full. Since m_back and m_front are only written by PROD
and CONS, respectively, we are free to do so. Because local
variables can be cached in registers or cache, doing so can
avoid reloading the ordered atomic variables unnecessarily.

There is one last thing that needs to be considered. In
DSWP, both PROD and CONS are in a continuous loop of
accessing the queue. We need to terminate CONS when PROD
produces no more data. When writing a sequential program
or a parallel program with locks, we can associate an EXIT
flag with the queue. When PROD produces no more data, the
queue’s EXIT flag is set to true. When CONS tries to dequeue
data, if the queue is empty and the EXIT flag is true, then
CONS exits the loop.

The above approach might not work for a lock-free parallel
program. A typical pattern for lock-free programs is do the
work off to the side, then publish each change to the shared
data with a single ordered atomic write or compare-and-swap
[19]. The difficulty of writing lock-free code is that we are
only allowed to use a single ordered atomic write or compare-
and-swap operation to update the shared object. In our case,



PROD will update m_back after inserting data elements into
the m_buf slot. And CONS will update m_front after
retrieving data elements from the m_buf slot. We cannot
update m_back and the EXIT flag at the same time.

There is another approach, however. Stopping CONS can
be accomplished by having PROD pass an EOF through the
queue. When CONS receives an EOF, CONS exits the loop.

The member function push_back_n in the
QueueBuffer class requires a parameter, last_iter, set
by PROD when there is no more data. Then push_back_n
will insert an m_eof whose value is a template argument
provided by programmers. The m_eof has to be inserted
with the last chunk of data. If not, since the front_n
member function will return m_cds data unconditionally, it
will return some garbage data.

B. Verification

unsigned head , t a i l : 1 6 ;
unsigned cds : 16 = 1 ;
unsigned c a p a c i t y : 16 = 1 6 ;

a c t i v e p r o c t y p e p r o d u c e r ( ) {
do
: : ! ( ( head + cds ) % c a p a c i t y == t a i l ) −>

p r i n t f ( ” Produce \n ” ) ;
head = ( head + cds ) % c a p a c i t y ;

od
}

a c t i v e p r o c t y p e consumer ( )
{

do
: : ! ( head == t a i l ) −>

p r i n t f ( ” Consume\n ” ) ;
t a i l = ( t a i l + cds ) % c a p a c i t y ;

od
}

Program 1: SPIN model for class QueueBuffer

As indicated in [20], the non-deterministic nature of a par-
allel system makes it hard to use traditional testing techniques
to verify the parallel system. Our lock-free queue belongs to
this case. Hence, it is insufficient to run test cases to verify the
correctness of our lock-free queue. Instead, the implementation
should be modelled and verified in a formal way. In this paper,
we use the SPIN model checker [21] to verify our design.

The tool we use to check our design is called SPIN, and the
specification language that it accepts is call Promela (Process
Meta-Language). Promela is a process modelling language
whose intended use is to verify the logic of parallel systems.
It is not to be an implementation language like C/C++, but a
system description language for building verification models.
Therefore, Promela focuses on modelling of processes, syn-
chronization and coordinations, but not on computations.

A Promela program is composed of processes, values and
message channels. Processes are global objects that represent

concurrent entities of the parallel system. Variables and mes-
sage channels can be defined either globally or locally within a
process. Processes specify their behavior; global variables and
message channels together define the environment in which
processes run.

SPIN simulates the operation of a parallel system by running
its Promela program. This is the SPIN simulation mode.
SPIN also has verification mode. SPIN can convert a Promela
program into a C source code which is a verifier. Once the
verifier discovers flaws in the parallel system, we can rely on
the SPIN simulator to display the error traces.

Since Promela models the synchronization and coordination
between processes, we can ignore the activities occurring
within a thread and focus on the interactions among concur-
rent processes. Program 1 shows the Promela model for the
protocol used by the producer and the consumer.

V. EXPERIMENT

This section describes the platforms and benchmarks we
used in our implementation of the QueueBuffer class.

A. Platform and Benchmark

Experiments were conducted on an IBM System x3400
Server [22] and a Sun SPARC Enterprise T5120 Server [23].
The IBM System x3400 Server is equipped with two quad-core
Intel Xeon E5335 processor. Each pair of cores in a quad-core
Intel Xeon E5335 processor share a 4 MB L2 cache [24].
The Sun SPARC Enterprise T5120 Server equipped with one
UltraSPARC T2 processor which has eight cores. All cores in
a UltraSPARC T2 processor share a 4 MB L2 cache divided
into eight banks [25]. Table I shows the detailed parameters
of our experimental platforms.

Machine Name x86-64 NIAGARA
System IBM System x3400 Sun SPARC Enterprise T5120
CPU Intel Xeon E5335 Sun UltraSPARC T2

CPU / System 2 1
Core / CPU 4 8

Thread / Core 1 8
L1 I Cache 32 KB 16 KB
L1 D Cache 32 KB 8 KB

L2 Cache 4 MB 4 MB
Cache Line Size 64 B 64 B

Memory 10 GB 32 GB
OS Linux 2.6.32 Solaris 10 10/09

Compiler g++ 4.4 Sun Studio 12 u1 CC
Compiler Optimization -O3 -xO5

Table I: Experiment Platforms

We manually applied DSWP on three linked-list traversal
loops in three SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [26]: 429.mcf,
450.soplex, and 453.povray. We also experimented on a micro-
benchmark, called llubench, which focuses on linked-list
manipulation [27]. Llubench was modified so that CONS
does more computation 1. More detailed information of the
benchmarks is shown in Table II.

1See Figure 10a



Program Name Function Input Data Size Description
429.mcf refresh potentiontial test linked-list traversal loop

450.soplex forestPackColumns test linked-list traversal loop
453.povray Build Bounding Slabs test linked-list traversal loop

llubench main 1 linked-list traversal loop
1 traverse 100 thousand nodes

Table II: Benchmark Programs

PROD and CONS are extracted from the loops and com-
bined with OpenMP [28] and the QueueBuffer class. Figure
10a and Figure 10b show the serial and parallel code for
an example, respectively. Processor affinity is achieved with
platform-specific mechanisms (e.g., numactl in Linux or
SUNW_MP_PROCBIND in Solaris). Flawed parallel programs
might run incorrectly on cores with disjoint caches or fail
when aggressive compiler optimizations are turned on. In our
experiments, we turn on all possible compiler optimization
options, and also bind PROD and CONS to cores with/without
shared cache. The execution results of all benchmarks were
correct. And we use the tick_count class provided by
Intel R© Threading Building Blocks to measure wall-clock
time.

B. Result and Discussion

Table III shows the execution times of the serial and
parallel versions of the benchmarks. The parallel version is
obtained by translating the benchmarks into the DSWP style.
The parallel version shows significant slowdown compared
to the serial version. As shown in Figure 10, the parallel
version includes additional control flows and auxiliary data
structures, which may offset the benefits brought up by DSWP.
Besides, compared with synchronization array which accessed
by machine instructions produce and consume, we need
to use functions push_back_n and front_n to access
QueueBuffer. Although we can access the shared resource
QueueBuffer concurrently without locks, the cost of func-
tion calls are still considered as overhead.

More efforts are needed to shorten the code sequences in
functions push_back_n and front_n. Doing so makes
compilers be able to inline function push_back_n and
front_n. The cost of function calls, therefore, can be elim-
inated by the inlining.

One might think the shared cache could be a fast commu-
nication mechanism, compared with memory. As mentioned
in [29], shared cache could be an alternative communication
mechanism among cores when compared with much slower
memory. However, in our experiments, we saw no benefit from
shared cache. Apparently, we cannot obtain any benefit from
shared cache automatically. Further detailed profiling is needed
to answer why shared cache does not help. Programmers have
no explicit control over cache usage, but only follow general
principles. Programmers might have to craft non-portable code
to fully utilize cache. Such an approach might need deep

knowledge of the processor, cache, and memory system on
a particular platform.

VI. RELATED WORK

Over the past few years, a lot of research results on lock-free
queues for SPSC (single producer single consumer) have been
published. Most of them [30]–[32] are variations of Lamport’s
queue [9]. However, they all overlooked the atomicity and
ordering issues on multiprocessor systems. As illustrated in
Section III, none of them holds inherently on multiprocessor
systems. Some mechanisms have to be adopted to ensure
atomicity and ordering.

Therefore, we should carefully consider the atomicity and
ordering properties when implementing a lock-free algorithm.
We need to handle shared mutable variables carefully even
if they are modified by only one thread. Modifying them
without locks even when they are simple data types (e.g.,
int) is completely wrong. Declaring them as volatile
variables is also problematic, at least for C/C++ [33], [34].
The volatile keyword in C/C++ does not ensure atomicity
nor ordering. In fact, the purpose of the volatile keyword
in C/C++ are: (1) allow access to memory mapped devices,
(2) allow uses of variables between setjmp and longjmp,
and (3) allow uses of sig_atomic_t variables in signal
handlers. These are completely orthogonal to threads [35].

The other issue is performance. The head and tail in-
dices in Lamport’s queue are called control variables. We use
control variables to check if the queue is empty or full. If there
are frequent communications between threads like DSWP, then
the producer and consumer threads have to frequently access
control variables from memory. The frequent communication
results in poor performance.

In order to eliminate the overhead of accessing control
variables, Giacomoni, et al. proposed the FastForward queue
[36]. The FastForward queue uses the data stored in the
queue rather than control variables to indicate the empty- and
full-queue conditions. This technique is called data/control
coupling. For example, if the data stored in the queue are
pointers, then we can use NULL to indicate a buffer slot is
empty. In this approach, the control variables (i.e., head and
tail) are thread-local so that they can be kept in the cache.

The FastForward queue solves the problem with Lamport’s
queue. However, it has its own limit. The correctness of
the FastForward queue holds only under given assumptions
on multiprocessor systems. Coupling data and control into a
single operation is assumed to be atomic in the FastForward



whi le ( t r a v != NULL) {
a c c u m u l a t e += t r a v−>c o u n t ;
i f ( d i r t y ) {

s r a n d ( t r a v−>c o u n t ++ ) ;
double x = rand ( ) ;

}
t r a v = t r a v−>n e x t ;

}
(a) Serial code

dswp : : QueueBuffer<e l e m e n t ∗> qb ;
c o n s t s i z e cds = qb . g e t c d s ( ) ;
#pragma omp p a r a l l e l num threads ( 2 ) s h a r e d ( qb )
{

i f ( omp get thread num ( ) == 0)
{

s t r u c t e l e m e n t ∗ a r r [ 8 ] ; s i z e t i = 0 ;
whi le ( t r a v != NULL) {

a r r [ i ++] = t r a v ;
t r a v = t r a v−>n e x t ;
i f ( ! t r a v )

qb . push back n ( a r r , a r r + i , t rue ) ;
e l s e i f ( i == cds )
{

qb . push back n ( a r r , a r r + cds ) ; i = 0 ;
}

}
}
e l s e i f ( omp get thread num ( ) == 1)
{

s t r u c t e l e m e n t ∗ a r r [ 8 ] ; bool f l a g = t rue ;
whi le ( f l a g )
{

qb . f r o n t n ( a r r ) ;
f o r ( s i z e t i = 0 ; i < cds ; ++ i )
{

i f ( a r r [ i ] )
{

a c c u m u l a t e += a r r [ i ]−>c o u n t ;
i f ( d i r t y ) {

s r a n d ( a r r [ i ]−>c o u n t ++ ) ;
double x = rand ( ) ;

}
e l s e
{

f l a g = f a l s e ; break ;
}

}
}

}
}

}
(b) Parallel code

Figure 10: Before/after applying DSWP with OpenMP and
QueueBuffer

x86-64 NIAGARA
Serial Parallel Serial Parallel

429.mcf 5.83s 9.55s 31.72s 155.893s
450.soplex 0.164s 0.176s 1.642s 1.797s
453.povray 3.336s 3.580s 29.238s 30.588s

llubench 0.275759s 0.4368813s 0.0183277s 0.0286987s

Table III: Experiment Result

queue. Such an assumption is valid only for rare case (e.g.,
aligned native-word-size data). Besides, CONS termination
might be a problem for the FastForward queue since we need
find another special value as an EOF.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a lock-free, cache-friendly C++
template class QueueBuffer. We show how memory co-
herence and consistency play important roles on writing a
correct lock-free code. The difficulty in writing lock-free
programs comes from the lack of a memory model in pro-
gramming languages. Memory models make reasoning about
the correctness of parallel programs much more formal and
easier. Programmers do not need to worry that compilers and
hardware might change the meaning presented by the source
code. As an example, Java programmers can write parallel
programs much easier and more comfortable since Java has a
sequential-consistency memory model [37]. On the contrary,
C/C++ have no memory model so far. The bright side is
the forthcoming C++ Standard has already defined a memory
model [15].

Cache, as a two-side sword, can provide significant per-
formance improvement or degradation of applications. Since
there is no explicit control over cache, it is a challenge
for programmers to write cache-efficient programs without
precise profiling. In recent years, shared cache on multicore
systems has became an interesting topic. Tian mentioned
that the shared cache could be an alternative communication
mechanism among cores instead of the much slower traditional
memory [29]. Using shared cache as an alternative commu-
nication mechanism, however, is not easy as it might look
like. It is not clear if there is a way in which we can ensure
correctness with ordered atomic types and obtain performance
promised by shared cache at the same time. How to use shared
cache as a communication mechanism among cores depends
on the underlying systems. For example, it is possible that
the data written by PROD cannot reach shared cache on time.
Then CONS will have a cache miss. This topic needs to be
further explored.
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